NEW PRODUCTS

Dedoes Industries, Inc., makes the Dedoes Aerator, a cylindrical unit studded with plugger tubes which can remove 296 soil plugs a revolution. Plugger tubes are made of steel, and each unit is sold with a one-year guaranteed against all mechanical defects.

Circle No. 101 on reader service card

Reynolds Coating Corp. offers Golf Gleem, a clear, easy-to-clean coating designed to maintain and renew golf woods. The kit consists of club cleaner, the coating material and a dauber, and will coat six clubs. The material, a modified urethane plastic, can be used on the clubhead and for waterproofing the threads on the shank. According to the manufacturer, Golf Gleem has perfect adhesion, is rock hard and will not chip.

Circle No. 103 on reader service card

Wisconsin Motor Corp. introduces a 14hp, single-cylinder cast iron engine for heavy-duty applications. The Model S-14D is interchangeable with larger fram 10hp and 12hp models for upgrading power in future designs or on equipment in the field. The model is available with options such as solid state ignition and/or a 12-volt, 10-amp flywheel alternator with solid state regulation. Electrical options include a 12-volt starter and generator, 12-volt gear-drive Bendix starter only, or a combination starter-generator. More information is contained in Bulletin S-394 and is available on request from the sales department.

Circle No. 102 on reader service card

Gulf States Paper, Plastics Div., introduces a disposable foam plastic food service. E-Z Convenience Food Service contains plates, bowls, plate warmers and trays which are odorless, tasteless and insulated. The bottoms are textured to prevent slippage.

Circle No. 107 on reader service card

Victor Stanley, Inc., manufactures the Litter King, a trash receptacle. The frame is made of reinforced, unitized horizontal steel rings and vertical steel struts with walnut stained cypress wood slats. Each unit includes a 22 gallon plastic container.

Circle No. 104 on reader service card

Ranging, Inc., has developed a portable ranging instrument which measures and automatically translates distances up to 500 yards into almost any kind of useful information. Called the Rangematic Distance Finder, it consists of a coincidence-type rangefinder and a 6 by 8 power scope, plus a distance translation device. The Rangematic is 10½ inches long, 1 3/4 inches wide and weighs 16 ounces. Price: $28.95.

Circle No. 108 on reader service card

Super Secur comfort stations are now available with mansard roofs. The stations are made of modular construction with vandal-proof fixtures, according to the manufacturer. The central piping area is locked to provide secure storage for tools, sanitary supplies and maintenance equipment. Easy access to concealed plumbing is another feature.

Circle No. 105 on reader service card

Commercial Seating Div., Freight Container Corp. introduces the MovaRound table, an adjustable, fiberglass table which will not tip or rock during normal usage. The table weighs 92 pounds and comes with glides. The entire unit takes up a little less than 4 feet square and comes in colors.

Circle No. 106 on reader service card
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Golf Club Mobiles, Inc., offers mobile displays for golf clubs with swing weights of D-2. The display suspends the clubs from a floor stand or a 10- or 12-foot ceiling. Air currents keep the mobile in constant motion. Five models are offered: a woods and irons combo, putter, woods, an irons and utility club display. Prices: $17.95 for the woods unit, $24.95 for the stand and for each of the other units.

Circle No. 109 on reader service card

Brillion Iron Works, Inc., introduces a turf seeder, which uses fluted feed rolls to crush, seed and roll in one operation. The seeder can be adjusted to suit varying job requirements, including fine seeding. Turf-Maker comes in 8- and 10-foot drawbar models, with 6 1/8-bushel and 7 1/2-bushel capacity double compartment seed boxes, respectively. Options include transport wheels and a three-point Category II pick-up for the seeder.

Circle No. 111 on reader service card

Simplicity Mfg. Company adds a new 7hp Broadmoor tractor to its line. Designed with Floating Traction tires, which according to the company leave lawns unmarked, the tractor features controlled traction differential, electric starter, adjustable bucket seats, combination brake and clutch pedal and a dash board with grouped controls.

Circle No. 111 on reader service card

What's so special about the
Cyclone
BROADCAST
LAWN SPREADER?

- Fast • Accurate • Stripe-Free
- Versatile • Dependable • Easy to Use

There's a
Cyclone
for almost every seeding
and spreading job.

THE CYCLONE SEEDER CO., INC.
Dept 60 - 2, Urbana, Indiana 46990
For more information circle number 279 on card

HEADS UP! ON THE BIG WATERING JOBS

On the big jobs use the big Febco heads. Large turf areas demand big performance and Febco gives that performance. Delivers up to 71.8 GPM, over a 210' diameter with 137' triangular spacing recommended. No more dry, burned spots with the big Febco rotary pop-ups.

- Gear or impact drive
- All brass construction
- Sprinkler assembly can be removed without disturbing sprinkler housing
- Full or adjustable part-circle models water unusual shaped areas
- Rubber covers available

Gear driven models have gears sealed in waterproof grease in an all brass housing. Impact models have a dry seal, sandproof bearing.

FEBCO Incorporated
9121 Glenoaks Blvd. - P. O. Box 368 - Sun Valley, California 91352
For more information circle number 133 on card
Crown Rubber Company has developed a spike-resistant matting called Fore. The matting has a non-woven polypropylene primary backing, embedded with cut-pile nylon and fused with a secondary vinyl backing. According to the company, the primary backing is impervious to mildew, shrinkage, rotting and temperature changes. Standard widths are 34 inches, 46 inches and 70 inches, which can be trimmed, and colors are red/black, beige, gray/black and blue/green tweed.

Circle No. 112 on reader service card
The F.D. Kees Mfg. Company introduces a pull model seeder and fertilizer. The P-54 Kees-Kaster has a non-corrosive hopper with a capacity of about 50 pounds of fertilizer. The frame and A-type hitch are made of plated tubular steel. Wheels are 10 inches. The Kees-Kaster can provide coverage over a 5-foot area.

Circle No. 116 on reader service card

Akro-Mils, Inc., adds to its line of cabinets-organizers the Quik-Pik/15. Portable, with 15 drawers, the cabinet features transparent drawers, baked enamel metallic blue finish, polypropylene handle and a steel frame design, which measures 10'' x 8'' x 61/2''. Retail: $4.45.

Circle No. 119 on reader service card

Mott Corp. announces the addition of two flail type Hammer-Knife mowers to its line. Models 60 and 70 have heavy-duty sealed bearings and a unit frame and housing construction. The mowers can be mounted on any standard three-point hitch. Standard equipment includes: shielded universal drive shaft, enclosed output drive, belt and pulley guard and a rear trash deflector bar.

Circle No. 117 on reader service card

Clipped Mfg. Company, Inc., makes a goat cart sulky attachment for its Billy Goat vacuum cleaner. Rear-wheel steering, forward and reverse speeds, pneumatic tires and tractor-type seat are featured.

Circle No. 118 on reader service card

The C.B. Dolge Company manufactures Gripdust, a polisher that removes water streaks from stainless steel. It comes in an aerosol can.

Circle No. 120 on reader service card

General Electric announces that its DeLuxe White mercury lamps now offer more light and better color. Mean lumen ratings of four sizes—the 100- , 175- , 250- , and 400-watt lamps—are higher than those of both the Color Improved and White mercury lamps of the same sizes.

Circle No. 121 on reader service card

GOLF SHOE VALET
Will aid you in keeping that carpet and floor clean in your club house, pro shop, and locker room. It cleans the grass and mud from the bottoms of golf shoes as well as the sole edges.

GOLF SHOE VALET $21.95
Replacement Brushes (set of 3) .......... $8.00 set
Base Brush Only .......................... $4.50 each
Side Brushes only (2 required) ......... $1.75 each

GOLF COURSE SPECIALTIES
P.O. BOX 988
HUNTINGTON PARK, CALIF. 90255

For more information circle number 219 on card

Claro Non-Slip is a smooth grip cream. It gives you a truer, more confident feel of the club. It assures a firmer and more positive grip. Unaffected by perspiration, one application lasts a full round. Just 50 cents at pro shops.

CLARO LABORATORIES
421 W. Ewing
South Bend, Indiana 46613
For more information circle number 183 on card

Maintenance is practically obsolete, too. Super Secur Comfort Stations are constructed of durable treated steel, with unbreakable cast aluminum fixtures for long lasting, maintenance-free operation. A truly rugged building for a golf course, park, playground or any area where heavy use or vandalism is a problem. Feel secure, buy Super Secur!

SUPER SECUR COMFORT STATIONS
778 Burlway Road • Burlingame, California 94010

For more information circle number 209 on card